;N(aa n ) -> 0 for some a n e6}.
Similar facts are proved for order ideals and these results are used to derive a result of Stermer on archimedean order ideals.
0. Introduction. Let <•© be a normed space. A half-norm on % is a real-valued function N satisfying the following conditions:
(1) 0 < N(x) < A:||x|| for some k > 0; For a half-norm N on ©, the set { c E © N(-x) = 0} is a closed proper cone which defines an order relation on *35. Conversely, when ® is an ordered normed space with positive cone <S + , which is closed and proper,
N{x) = inf{\\x+y\\;ye<8>+}
is a half-norm on ®. This half-norm is called the canonical half-norm [1] associated with the positive cone Φ+ . It is also called the order half-norm [6] associated with <$+ because it can also be characterized by N(x) = inf{λ > 0; x < λw for some w G ΦJ where ® j is the unit ball of %.
Half-norms were explicitly introduced by Arendt, Chernoff and Kato [1] , although particular examples occurred in the works of Grosberg and Krein [4] , Kadison [5] , and many subsequent authors on order-unit and base-norm spaces. Half-norms are particularly useful for studying positive semigroups [1] , [2] , [9] . For further developments, see [6] , [7] .
DEREK W. ROBINSON AND SADAYUKI YAMAMURO
The aim of this paper is to clarify the positive bipolar property considered in [2] . It turns out that the positive bipolar 6 ±JL of a hereditary subcone β of $ + coincides with the Λf-closure β N of β. A similar fact is valid also for order ideals. Hereditary subcones and order ideals are crucial notions in the study of the hermitian part of a C*-algebra.
1. Hereditary cones and order ideals. Let <$ be a normed space ordered by a closed proper cone % + , which we call the positive cone of ®. A subcone β of ® + is said to be hereditary if 0 < a < c and c E β imply a E β. The following lemma is easily proved. (1) is obvious. To prove (2), assume that a n E <3 3SL N and \\ a n -Λ|| -> 0 for some αGl Then, one can choose b n E 91L such that (^^ -£") < l/«. Since N is canonical, one always has 0 < JV(JC) < ||x|| for every x E ®. Hence,
Therefore, α E <DRΛ To prove (3), let β be an hereditary subcone of$ + .lf0:<α<e and ceβ^, we can choose c n E.Q such that N(c -c n ) -> 0. Since TV is canonical, we always have N(jt) <#(>>) if x <y. Hence,
Therefore, a E β^, i.e., β^ is hereditary. Next, let a E L(G) N and choose #" E L(β) such that 7V(α -a n ) -* 0. Since L(β) = β -β by Lemma A subcone β of ® + is said to be topologically hereditary if the following condition is satisfied: if a n < c π , ςE6, α E ίδ + and ||α -fl w || -> 0, then ΰE6. An order ideal ^ is called a topological order ideal if the following condition is satisfied: if x n <a n , a n E$, a E ® + and ||α -xjl -> 0, then a E |. An example of a topologically hereditary cone is 6 N for a hereditary cone β. It will be shown in Lemma 10, that archimedean order ideals are topological order ideals. LEMMA 
(1) Let G be an hereditary subcone of <$>+ . Then G> is topologically hereditary if, and only if, &-Q N . (2) Let fy be an order ideal. Then % is a topological order ideal if, and ϊ HEREDITARY CONES, ORDER IDEALS AND HALF-NORMS 339
Proof. To prove (1), let 6 be an hereditary subcone of ® + . If β is topologically hereditary and a E β N , by Lemma 3, there exist c n E 6 and b n E $+ such that ||α -c n + 6J| -> O.Then, for α Λ = c π -b n , we have Λ Λ < c n and ||α -a n \\ -> 0. Hence, 0 E β. Therefore, β" C β. But^ C β" follows from (1) and (2) of Lemma 3. Conversely, assume G=6 N , a n < c w , c n E:Q,a E ® + and ||α -α M || -> 0. Then, since 0 < iV( α -cj < tf(« -fl J <||α -α J -0, we have α E β^ = β.
Property (2) can be proved in the same manner, using (4) Proof. If u E 911^, there exist a n E 91L and *" E φ such that x n < « rt and ||w -JC Λ || -> 0. Since u is an interior point of % + , wejnay suppose x n E ® + . Then, by assumption, x n E 91L and, hence, wG^tl. Proof. Let 9H be an hereditary subcone, or a positively generated order ideal, and suppose x n < a n , a n E 91L, a E ® + , and \\a -x n \\ -» 0. Then, 0 < x^" < α^ and ||α -JC^" || -> 0, where x+ and α+ denote the positive parts of x n and a n . In both cases, a* E 9IL and, hence x^ E 91L. Then we have a Gtyί.
REMARK. When ^ is a positively generated order ideal in a vector lattice ®, every a E £has a decomposition a -a λ -a 2 with fl/6jn® + . Then α < α + < 0j, which implies α + E £. This fact was used in the above proof and it also means that £ is a sublattice.
3. Positive bipolars. Let % be an ordered normed space with positive cone ® + and let N be the canonical half-norm associated with ® + . Let ®* be the dual of φ and denote by f(x) the value of / E <$>* at x6i Then/ E ®* is defined to be positive if f(x) > 0 for all x E $ + . The dι/tf/ co/?e ® ^ consists of all positive elements of Φ*.
We recall a result, proved in [7] , Lemma 2, which states that/ G ®* is positive if, and only if, f(x) <\\f\\N{x) forallxG®.
We start with a proposition which illustrates the relevance of the jV-closure. PROPOSITION Therefore, 6^ C 6 11 . The second part can be proved in the same manner.
Now we can characterize the subcones β which satisfy the equality e = e^. In [2] it was proved that if % is the hermitian part of a C*-algebra, ® + the positive elements of the algebra^ and β an hereditary subcone of ® + , then one has the bipolar property β = G ±J~. A similar property was established for separable, countably order-complete, Banach lattices. But this latter result can be improved by the foregoing. The case of order ideals is discussed in the next section.
Archimedean order ideals.
As an application of the above results, we derive the positive bipolar property for archimedean order ideals (see [8] ).
According to Kadison [5] , an archimedean ordered vector space is an ordered vector space % with an order unit u whose order is archimedean, i.e., if x < λu for all λ > 0, then x < 0.
When % is an archimedean ordered vector space, its positive cone % + is a proper cone. We set
N(x) = 'mf{λ>0;x<λu} and \\x\\ = N(x) V N(-x).
Under the assumption that the order is archimedean, this defines a norm and ® + is closed with respect to the corresponding norm topology. Furthermore, TV is the canonical half-norm of % + . (For more details about the canonical half-norms defined by order units, see [6] .) Therefore, an archimedean ordered vector space in the sense of Kadison is an ordered normed space equipped with the canonical half-norm defined by an order unit.
An archimedean order ideal is a closed, positively generated, order ideal ^ such that the quotient ίS/f-is archimedean with respect to the order defined by the cone 0(© + ), where #: <•$ h-> <$>/$-is the canonical map. When & is a β*-algebra, % is an archimedean ideal if, and only if, fy is the hermitian part of a two sided ideal of &.
When & is an archimedean order ideal in ®, since 9)/f is archimedean, the positive cone 0(®+) is closed with respect to the quotient norm:
Evidently, θ: ® ι-> %/$ is continuous with respect to this norm topology.
LEMMA 11. Archimedean order ideals are topological order ideals.
Proof. Let J be an archimedean order ideal and suppose x n <a n , a n E £, α G <® + and \\a -x n \\ -+ 0. Then, θ(x n ) < θ(a n ) = 0 and \\θ(a) -θ(x n )\\ -> 0. Hence, θ(a) < 0. On the other hand, θ(a) > 0 because a > 0. Therefore, θ(a) = 0, i.e., αG}.
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